Global HELP
Year-End Recap
Thank you for your continued support

Facts & Figures
- 22 million (10,000 per day!) free PDF downloads
- 180+ titles
- 1 million (10,000 per week!) views of 375 videos
- 35 languages 190+ countries reached
- Website optimized for fast access to our materials worldwide

New PDFs
- Practice of Pediatric Orthopaedics (Vietnamese translation) by Dr. Lynn Staheli, translation by Dr. Huynh Manh Nhi
- Clubfoot: Ponseti Management Poster (Spanish translation) by Dr. Lynn Staheli, translation by Dr. Pablo Andrés-Cano
- Eating Eggless by Elizabeth Moody Campbell
- Bo’s Cherub Feet (Romanian translation) by Kim DeLeon, translation by Daniela Oancea
- Bo’s Straight and Strong Feet (Romanian translation) by Kim DeLeon, translation by Daniela Oancea
- Clubfoot: Ponseti Management (Hindi translation) by Dr. Lynn Staheli, translation by Dr. Rajiv Negandhi
- Atlas of Spinal Orthotics by Dr. John R. Fisk, Dr. John E. Lonstein, and Dr. Bryan S. Malas

New Videos
- The First 15 Years of Global HELP (Quick Summary) by Dr. Lynn Staheli
- The First 15 Years of Global HELP by Dr. Lynn Staheli
- The Knee Exam in a Patient With an ACL Tear by Dr. Gregory Schmale
- Fractures in the Pediatric Age Group (18-part series) by Dr. Kaye Wilkins
- Biomechanics of the Pediatric Foot (10-part series) by Dr. Vince Mosca

Exhibits
EPOSNA: Global HELP exhibited at this year’s EPOSNA conference in Barcelona.

Visit us at www.global-help.org to learn more

Events
Whiskey & Chocolate Pairing with Mark Palfreeman, Seattle Whiskey Collective and Jean Thompson, Seattle Chocolates

Celebrating HELP’s New Direction At our spring event, Dr. Lana Staheli was named President of Global HELP.